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1 Supplementary Tables
Fermentable Non-fermentable
YPD YPDGE YPG YPE YPL
(i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)
Genes in complexes 49.5% 19.4% 49.9% 20.1% 48.7% 18.1% 50.2% 20.4% 47.1% 15.6%
Other genes 19.9% 6.7% 20.4% 7.2% 22.3% 9.5% 22.8% 10.0% 21.5% 8.5%
Enrichment 1.32 1.54 1.30 1.47 1.13 0.93 1.14 1.02 1.13 0.87
P-value 1.66 · 10−73 1.11 · 10−20 1.30 · 10−72 4.14 · 10−20 2.63 · 10−57 2.09 · 10−9 1.28 · 10−60 4.77 · 10−12 3.56 · 10−55 1.88 · 10−7
Table S1: Fraction and enrichment of genes in unknown complexes in the strong negative effect category
Fraction and enrichment of genes in complexes compared to genes not in complexes in the strong negative
fitness effect category, excluding all those complexes with a significant overlap to known complexes in the
hand-curated MIPS database [1]. (i) essential and inessential genes, (ii) only inessential genes. P-values were
computed using a one-sided Fisher’s exact test. Enrichments are given on a log
2
-scale.
Fermentable Non-fermentable
YPD YPDGE YPG YPE YPL
(i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)
Genes in complexes 21.9% 8.1% 21.9% 8.1% 20.5% 6.5% 21.9% 8.1% 21.9% 8.1%
Other genes 6.0% 2.1% 6.2% 2.4% 6.8% 3.0% 6.9% 3.1% 7.1% 3.3%
Enrichment 1.88 1.91 1.83 1.78 1.60 1.11 1.67 1.38 1.63 1.28
P-value 1.71 · 10−5 1.60 · 10−2 2.46 · 10−5 2.20 · 10−2 2.26 · 10−4 1.32 · 10−1 7.94 · 10−5 5.42 · 10−2 1.08 · 10−4 6.68 · 10−2
Table S2: Fraction and enrichment of unknown genes in complexes in the strong negative effect category
Fraction and enrichment of genes in complexes compared to genes not in complexes in the strong negative
fitness effect category, considering only those genes annotated as ’Uncharacterized ORF’. (i) essential and
inessential genes, (ii) only inessential genes. P-values were computed using a one-sided Fisher’s exact test.
Enrichments are given on a log
2
-scale.
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2 Supplementary Figures
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Figure S1: Comparison of the fitness of yeast strains upon deletion of genes in complexes and those not in complexes
Distributions of strain fitness upon deletion of genes in complexes (red) and genes not part of complexes (blue) in the two fermentable and the three non-
fermentable media considered. Genes with a fitness of zero are essential. The fitness values of individual genes are partitioned into four categories: ’strong
negative effect’ (--), ’moderate negative effect’ (-), ’weak or no effect’ (0) and ’positive effect’ (+). Different shades of red illustrate the percentage of genes
in complexes (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep red corresponding to 100% (1404 genes). Different shades of blue
illustrate the percentage of genes not in complexes (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep blue corresponding to 100%
(3770 genes). Enrichments are given on a log
2
-scale.
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Figure S2: Comparison of the fitness of yeast strains upon deletion of inessential genes in complexes and those not in complexes
Distributions of strain fitness upon deletion of inessential genes in complexes (red) and inessential genes not part of complexes (blue) in the two fermentable and
the three non-fermentable media considered. The fitness values of individual genes are partitioned into four categories: ’strong negative effect’ (--), ’moderate
negative effect’ (-), ’weak or no effect’ (0) and ’positive effect’ (+). Different shades of red illustrate the percentage of genes in complexes (for which we have
essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep red corresponding to 100% (868 genes). Different shades of blue illustrate the percentage of genes not
in complexes (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep blue corresponding to 100% (3350 genes). Enrichments are given on
a log
2
-scale.
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Figure S3: Comparison of the fitness of yeast strains upon deletion of genes in MIPS complexes and those not in MIPS complexes
Distributions of strain fitness upon deletion of genes in the hand-curated set of 266 yeast complexes in the Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences
(MIPS) database [1] (red) and genes not part of MIPS complexes (blue) in the two fermentable and the three non-fermentable media considered. Genes with a
fitness of zero are essential. The fitness values of individual genes are partitioned into four categories: ’strong negative effect’ (--), ’moderate negative effect’
(-), ’weak or no effect’ (0) and ’positive effect’ (+). Different shades of red illustrate the percentage of genes in complexes (for which we have essentiality data)
in the four fitness categories, with deep red corresponding to 100% (1134 genes). Different shades of blue illustrate the percentage of genes not in complexes
(for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep blue corresponding to 100% (4040 genes). Enrichments are given on a log
2
-scale.
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Figure S4: Comparison of the fitness of yeast strains upon deletion of inessential genes in MIPS complexes and those not in MIPS complexes
Distributions of strain fitness upon deletion of inessential genes in the hand-curated set of 266 yeast complexes in the Munich Information Center for Protein
Sequences (MIPS) database [1] (red) and inessential genes not part of MIPS complexes (blue) in the two fermentable and the three non-fermentable media
considered. The fitness values of individual genes are partitioned into four categories: ’strong negative effect’ (--), ’moderate negative effect’ (-), ’weak or no
effect’ (0) and ’positive effect’ (+). Different shades of red illustrate the percentage of genes in complexes (for which we have essentiality data) in the four
fitness categories, with deep red corresponding to 100% (704 genes). Different shades of blue illustrate the percentage of genes not in complexes (for which we
have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep blue corresponding to 100% (3514 genes). Enrichments are given on a log
2
-scale.
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Figure S5: Comparison of the fitness of yeast strains upon deletion of genes in Krogan complexes and those not in Krogan complexes
Distributions of strain fitness upon deletion of genes in the set of 547 yeast complexes defined by Krogan et al. [2] (red) and genes not part of Krogan complexes
(blue) in the two fermentable and the three non-fermentable media considered. Genes with a fitness of zero are essential. The fitness values of individual genes
are partitioned into four categories: ’strong negative effect’ (--), ’moderate negative effect’ (-), ’weak or no effect’ (0) and ’positive effect’ (+). Different shades
of red illustrate the percentage of genes in complexes (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep red corresponding to 100%
(2515 genes). Different shades of blue illustrate the percentage of genes not in complexes (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories,
with deep blue corresponding to 100% (2659 genes). Enrichments are given on a log
2
-scale.
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Figure S6: Comparison of the fitness of yeast strains upon deletion of inessential genes in Krogan complexes and those not in Krogan complexes
Distributions of strain fitness upon deletion of inessential genes in the set of 547 yeast complexes defined by Krogan et al. [2] (red) and inessential genes not
part of Krogan complexes (blue) in the two fermentable and the three non-fermentable media considered. The fitness values of individual genes are partitioned
into four categories: ’strong negative effect’ (--), ’moderate negative effect’ (-), ’weak or no effect’ (0) and ’positive effect’ (+). Different shades of red illustrate
the percentage of genes in complexes (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep red corresponding to 100% (1871 genes).
Different shades of blue illustrate the percentage of genes not in complexes (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep blue
corresponding to 100% (2347 genes). Enrichments are given on a log
2
-scale.
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Figure S7: Comparison of the number of complexes in which a gene is present and the number of potential
interactors
Box-and-whisker plots of the number of potential interactors of genes present in multiple complexes, based on
the matrix model [3] which assumes that each protein interacts with each other protein in a complex. Start and
end of the boxes indicate the first and third quartile of the number of interactors distribution of genes present in a
given number of complexes, and whiskers denote the respective minimum and maximum number of interactors.
The medians of the respective distributions are shown as black bars. As only 21 genes are present in more than
16 complexes, we grouped them together. The gamma correlation coefficient between the number of complexes
in which a gene is present and its number of potential interactors is 0.83.
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Figure S8: Fitness of yeast strains upon deletion of inessential genes present in multiple complexes
Box-and-whisker plots of strain fitness upon deletion of inessential genes which are part of multiple complexes, measured in the two fermentable and the three
non-fermentable media considered. Start and end of the boxes indicate the first and third quartile of the fitness distribution of inessential genes present in a
given number of complexes, and whiskers denote the respective minimum and maximum fitness values. The medians of the respective distributions are shown
as black bars. As only 21 inessential genes are present in more than 16 complexes, we grouped them together.
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Figure S9: Correlation analysis of strain fitness and protein abundance
Correlation analysis of strain fitness upon deletion of protein-coding genes and protein abundance, comparing
all yeast proteins (blue) to only those present in complexes (red). Essential genes are assigned a fitness of 0.
Abundances are given on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure S10: Comparison of the fitness of yeast strains upon deletion of genes unique to complex cores and genes unique to attachments
Distributions of strain fitness upon deletion of genes only present in cores (red) and genes only present in attachments (blue) in the two fermentable and the
three non-fermentable media considered. Genes with a fitness of zero are essential. The fitness values of individual genes are partitioned into four categories:
’strong negative effect’ (--), ’moderate negative effect’ (-), ’weak or no effect’ (0) and ’positive effect’ (+). Different shades of red illustrate the percentage of
genes only present in cores (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep red corresponding to 100% (337 genes). Different
shades of blue illustrate the percentage of genes only present in attachments (for which we have essentiality data) in the four fitness categories, with deep blue
corresponding to 100% (320 genes). Enrichments are given on a log
2
-scale.
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Figure S11: Comparison of the fitness values for the different yeast deletion strains measured in time-course one and two
Comparison of the fitness of yeast deletion strains measured in the two time-course experiments conducted by Steinmetz et al. [4] in the two fermentable and
the three non-fermentable media considered. Fitness TC1: fitness values reported in time-course one, Fitness TC2: fitness values reported in time-course two.
The blue line indicates the linear fit and the equations show the respective slope of the fitted line.
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